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Silence in motion





//  The Story of Acovo®

Acovo® is an automated roller blind system of a very special kind.  Born from a 
desire to create an incredibly quiet, perfectly aligned, fully integrated, intelligent 
shading system.  As the flagship of Decor Systems fleet, Acovo® is reserved for 
those extra special projects which deserve the very best.



//  incredibly quiet

Quietness is the most remarkable feature of an Acovo® roller blind.  Years of 
painstaking research have gone in to developing a motorisation system which 
glides up and down without the slightest disturbance to the serenity of your 
environment.  Truly silence in motion.





//  perfectly aligned

For those who appreciate detail, the Acovo® system is designed so that 
multiple blinds on a facade all align perfectly wherever they are stopped.  This is 
achieved with highly sensitive electronic motion sensors coupled with two way 
communication between the blinds.





//  total control

The Acovo® system puts you in total control and allows you to customise how 
and when blinds are operated.  The advanced system uses radio or wired 
communication between devices and can be integrated with digitally addressable 
lighting to enable scene setting at the touch of a button.  Take it a step further 
with whole-building automation which tracks the sun’s position to harvest natural 
daylight and protect building users from visual glare.





//  stunning fabrics

The impressive hardware is matched to an equally impressive range of fabrics.  
Choose from delicate sheers and colourful basketweaves to opulent dimout 
fabrics.  Find a fabric which provides a bold statement, or one that blends 
seamlessly into the background.





//  timeless quality

Solid engineering combined with meticulous quality control.  A product we can 
all be proud of.  Every blind has its own unique serial number, which qualifies 
Acovo® for Decor Systems comprehensive 10 year guarantee.  Supported by a 
UK based helpdesk and skilled field technicians, you can be confident of a lifetime 
of exceptional customer care.





//  daylight harvesting

Reduce energy usage by using the Acovo® daylight harvesting system.  The 
system controls the shading and lighting together, using sensors to detect the 
sun’s position.  When conditions are right, the system will retract the blinds, 
allowing maximum natural daylight and also dim the lighting to save energy.  The 
system uses digitally addressable lighting ballasts so that specific lights nearest the 
windows can be dimmed whilst leaving lights further away at full brightness.





//  Acovo® where I work

The versatility of Acovo® makes it an ideal fit for the workplace.  The system can 
handle windows up to 20 square metres as a single blind, ideal for large glazed 
facades found in modern offices.  Automated operation means that employees 
can keep working in comfort without having to get up and adjust the blinds.  The 
automatic alignment function keeps the exterior appearance impressively neat, 
strengthening your corporate image.





//  Acovo® where I live

Integration is the key to Acovo in a home setting.  Acovo blinds can integrate 
with home automation systems, so you can enjoy centralised management of 
daylight and privacy from touchscreens and remotes throughout the home.  
Scene presets enable you to dim out the light for watching a film or open the 
blinds to wake you up with the sunshine at the touch of a button.  The Acovo® 
iOS app lets you operate your blinds via your favourite Apple® device, even 
when you are away on holiday.  Decor Systems also do a matching range of 
motorised curtain tracks for a seamless window furnishing solution.





//  Acovo® where I stay

An obvious choice for high-end hospitality environments, the near-silent 
operation will allow guests to relax in peace.  The exceptionally long warranty 
period allows you to maximise room revenues by eliminating costly repair bills.  
Another beauty of Acovo® - it is inherently child-safe, taking away the risk of 
accidental harm which goes with corded blind systems.





//  Acovo® for my project...

Project References:

//  23 Savile Row, London
//  Central Teaching Laboratories, University of Liverpool
//  Barker Reading Rooms, Palace Green Library, Durham
//  JCB Excavators, Executive Suite, Worldwide Headquarters
//  Vice Chancellor’s Suite, University of Huddersfield

Get in touch to arrange a demonstration.  Or call for a chat about how Acovo® 
would enhance your project.

Email: info@decorsystems.co.uk

Web:  www.decorsystems.co.uk

Tel: +44(0)1302 761122




